New Car Valet service at the Naples Airport to be offered by Quick No Problem
Parking, a Campania-based company.
The inauguration, to be held in the presence of the press and other valet operators,
is scheduled for tomorrow at 12:00 noon at the P5 car park.
As of tomorrow, an innovative car valet service will be operational at the Naples Airport.
The service, with its appealing slogan of "leave your parking problems on the ground" –
will operate from the entirely personalized and reorganized P5 car park, next to the
terminal arrivals area,
Quick No Problem Parking is a company specialized in providing valet services in
airports. With its staff of eight valets and three hostesses, airport users will be able to
enjoy parking assistance as well as other additional services upon request such as: car
wash, change of tires and those small maintenance jobs which are frequently put off for
lack of time.
Car valet resolves parking problems for departing and transiting passengers or visitors
waiting at the airport with little available time for parking by allowing them to leave their
cars with specialized personnel and catch their flights without any further loss of time.
car valeting services include:
•
•

Reservations for guaranteed car space
Easy auto drop off

•

Baggage assistance

•

Car wash

•

24 hour surveillance

Within a framework of adapting the airport to meet constantly increasing traffic demands,
Gesac – the Naples airport management company – has made substantial investments
aimed at increasing airport comfort levels and the quality of services. The increase in the
number of parking spaces made available – from 162 in 1995 to 1790 in 2002 - is
indicative.
*******************************************************

Quick No Problem Parking, a Campania-based company established in April of 2000, is
specialized in the development of valet and automated or hand car wash services within
complex structures such as airports, shopping centres, commercial and city parking areas.
This company arose from a fusion with C.P.V. Car Park Valeting – an English company,
which boasts numerous years of experience and over 60 locations in England. In Italy, No
Problem Parking operates in 8 locations in airports and shopping centres.

